Page 5 of 28 219) with 7 MCAN genomes to identify and quantify ongoing recombination within 140 MCAN and between MCAN and the MTBC. From the 93,922 polymorphic sites 141 identified, 22,718 were biallelic homoplasies (24.2%). The genomic distribution 142 of variant positions and homoplasies was traced for both groups, showing very 143 different landscapes (Fig. 2) . A total of 22,464 (98.9%) of those homoplasies were 144 only found among MCAN strains, representing almost half of the variability within 145 this group (22,464/52,392 biallelic sites, 42 .9%) which points to recombination as 146 a main source of variability in MCAN. This fact is consistent with previous 147 reports 9 . By contrast and as expected, a flat homoplastic profile was found for the 148 219 MTBC strains, with a low occurrence of homoplasies (488/30,056 biallelic 149 sites, 1.6%). 150 To test for ongoing recombination between MCAN strains and MTBC strains, we 151 identified runs of homoplasies involving both groups. From the total 93,922 152 variants when we put together MCAN and MTBC strains we found 522 variable 153 sites (0.05% of the total) that were polymorphic in both groups, including 254 154 biallelic homoplasies in the MTBC group. Phylogenetic mapping showed that 155 these homoplasies mapped to the ancestral branch leading to the MTBC clade 156 and did not involve any extant MTBC strain. These results indicate that 157 recombination events were common between MCAN and the ancestor of the 158 MTBC, but were absent during subsequent diversification of the MTBC. 159 Consistently, Gubbins identified 990 potential recombinant segments, most of 160 which mapped on branches involving only MCAN strains (n = 907), thus 161 corroborating that most homoplastic variants only involved MCAN strains. The 162 remaining events mapped to the common branch of all the MTBC strains 163 ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
164
Sympatric and stepwise emergence of the MTBC ancestor 165 Our results show that recombination with closely related mycobacteria played a 166 role in the emergence of the common ancestor of the MTBC. To gain a better 167 insight into the distribution of genome variability in MCAN and the ancestor of the 168 MTBC, we extracted all the variant positions that were homoplastic between the 169 MTBC ancestor and any of the MCAN strains (7,700 positions). The MTBC 170 ancestor genome showed a similar homoplasy profile to that of the MCAN strains 171 ( Fig. 2 ), suggesting that the ancestor of the MTBC speciated in sympatry with 172 MCAN ancestral strains. Notably, both MCAN and the MTBC ancestor shared a 173 peak around the CRISPR region, highlighting the dynamic nature of this region 174 possibly as a result of common phage infections.
175
A Gubbins analysis including MCAN genomes and the most likely common 176 ancestor of the MTBC revealed a total of 65 recombination events mapping to 177 the branch leading to the MTBC ( Supplementary Table 2 ). To explore whether 178 these fragments reflected real recombination, a phylogeny was constructed with show that the MTBC ancestor differentiated from MCAN sequentially (Fig. 3A ).
195
The estimated ages show large HPD intervals as expected from the low number for the genes contained in these regions identified functions related with growth, 208 and most specifically with growth involved in symbiotic interactions inside a host 209 cell as significantly overrepresented (Binomial test; adj. p-value < 0,05) ( Fig 3C) .
210
Remarkably most of the genes involved have been implicated in cirulence using 211 animal models of infection (see Discussion, Supplementary Table 4 ).
212
A sympatric model of speciation predicts that some parts of the genome will be 213 involved in adaptation to a new niche. The hallmark would be the accumulation 214 of variants differentiating the emerging species, at the genome-wide level or in a 215 few loci, as a consequence of reduced recombination (i.e. incipient speciation of 216 the region). We identified all of the variants that mapped to the MTBC ancestral 217 branch and that had a different nucleotide in all the MCAN strains, the so called 218 divergent variants (divSNPs). The landscape of divergent variants (n = 5,688, Fig.   219 4) revealed that a total of 120 genes harbored more divergent variants than 220 expected by chance (pFDR <= 0.01).
221
However, bacterial genomes are highly dynamic and different processes can 
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A total of 53 genes in the MTBC ancestral genome were highly divergent with 228 respect to MCAN due to substitution events ( Supplementary Table 5 ). While the 229 genome-wide identified divSNPs might result from genetic drift or hitchhiking 230 events associated with selection on other loci, the accumulation in only 53 genes 231 suggests that those regions might have played an important role during the 232 process of niche differentiation. In agreement, these 53 genes were significantly 233 more conserved than the rest of the genome (dN/dS = 0.154 vs genome average 234 dN/dS = 0.279, chi-squared p-value =0.000). This result suggests that, despite 235 the increased divergence from the MCAN strains, those 53 regions have been 236 evolving under purifying selection. Alternatively, the accumulation of divergent 237 variants could also represent hotspot regions for mutation. None of the genes 238 showed a similar pattern of mutation accumulation in other MCAN (no overlap 239 between the divSNPs probabilities distributions for these 53 genes and the rest 240 of the genomes, t-test p-value < 0.05).
241
Regions under positive selection after the transition to obligate pathogen 242 Having established that some divSNPs accumulate in genes under purifying 243 selection, we screened for positive selection patterns to identify additional genes 244 important in the transition from a newly emerged pathogen to a globally 245 established pathogen. We first revisited the evolution of antigenic proteins. Those to those shown in the ensuing analyses may have changed the selection pattern 263 or intensity, they cannot be evaluated properly ( Supplementary Table 6 ). We Table 7 ). Additional evidence for the action of positive selection 288 on this gene derives from the nonsynonymous mutations, among which we found 289 34 homoplastic variants, which are strong predictors of positive selection in 290 MTBC ( Supplementary Table 8 ). Non-synonymous mutations significantly 291 accumulated in the sensor domain (chi-square, p-value < 0.01), further 292 corroborating that they are involved in the fine tuning of the PhoR sensitive 293 function to the changing environment during infection (Fig. 6C) .
294
All the new mutations identified in our analysis were found in human clinical 295 isolates and mapped to relatively recent branches in the MTBC phylogeny ( Fig   296   6A ). Thus, we reasoned that most mutations were associated with recent 297 selective pressures as compared to the mutations found in the lineage 5, 6 and 298 animal clade reported previously 22 . We tested whether novel phoR mutations are 299 arising in clinical settings during infection and for their potential involvement in 300 ongoing transmission. We used a population-based data set from Malawi 23 where 301 more than 70% of the strains were collected during fifteen years and genome 302 sequenced. We found 14 mutations (13 nonsynonymous and 1 synonymous) in 303 phoR exclusive of the Malawi data set with phoR having a dN/dS of 3.93.
304
Moreover, the mean relative age of the nonsynonymous phoR variants was 305 significantly younger than that of other nonsynonymous variants in the dataset (t-306 test, p-value<< 0.01) and the phoR variants from the Malawi data set were more 307 recent than those phoR mutations from the reference dataset (t-test, p-value = 308 0.01) (Fig. 6B) 316 We present evidence that the MTBC ancestor transitioned to an obligate is related to the production of mycolic acids and its disruption leads to an aberrant 361 cell-wall structure. Importantly, knock-out studies 31 have shown that this operon 362 is essential for growth in macrophages and spleen. Furthermore, the deletion of 363 genes in this operon leads to a higher TNF-alpha production, highlighting their 364 role on regulating host-pathogen interaction 32 . The other major operon identified 365 in our analysis is the mce1 operon 33 . mce1 knock-out mutants are hypervirulent 366 in a mice model of infection and lose the capacity of a proper pro-inflammatory 367 cytokine production that is needed for the establishment of the infection 34 and 368 granuloma 33 . How all these processes are mediated by mce1 is still not clear 369 pointing to mce1 as a priority target for biomedical research. we show that phoR continues to play a role in the ongoing adaptation of MTBC 378 strains during human-to-human transmission. We speculate that recent phoR 379 mutations help to fine-tune the immunogenicity of the pathogen during infection, 380 allowing it to manipulate the host response and increase the chances of 381 transmission. Given that PhoPR is involved in membrane composition 36 , 382 mutations in this regulator might also be involved in the susceptibility to some 383 antibiotics. However, antibiotic selection is an unlikely explanation for the oldest 384 mutations in PhoPR as they likely predate antibiotic usage.
385
Thus, a model can be proposed in which recombination, together with acquisition 386 of new genetic materia 11,37 , generated a favorable genetic background for the 387 MTBC ancestor to occupy or increase its association to the mammalian host.
388
Contrarily to Vibrio cholerae, in which pandemic strains have emerged from the 389 environment multiple times 25 , we see this emergence only once in the MTBC, 
